Abstract Computational tools for analyzing biochemical phenomena are becoming increasingly important. Recently, high-level formal languages for modeling and simulating biochemical reactions have been proposed. These languages make the formal modeling of complex reactions accessible to domain specialists outside of theoretical computer science. This research explores the use of genetic programming to automate the construction of models written in one such language. Given a description of desired time-course data, the goal is for genetic programming to construct a model that might generate the data. The language investigated is Kahramanogullari's and Cardelli's Programming Interface for Modeling (PIM) language. The PIM syntax is defined in a grammar-guided genetic programming system. All time series generated during simulations are described by statistical feature tests, and the fitness evaluation compares feature proximity between the target and candidate solutions. PIM models of varying complexity were used as target expressions for genetic programming, and were successfully reconstructed in all cases. This shows that the compositional nature of PIM models is amenable to genetic program search.
which is concerned with the modeling of gene and protein interactions, usually with respect to time. Extensive research is ongoing for new computational tools and techniques that will aid in the automation of effective models for complex biological phenomena [13, 29, 47, 48] . In fact, Markowetz's 2006 bibliography on machine learning research for gene interaction cites over 400 papers on the topic [47] . The practical benefits of such tools are many. Given laboratory data such as time-varying protein and enzyme levels measured for biochemical reactions, the ability to automatically determine viable genetic, biochemical, and cellular mechanisms that might give rise to them is a valuable analytical tool. Furthermore, novel discoveries might be found with these tools, since new mechanisms might arise that were not previously considered by humans. When this technology matures, it should be possible to specify to the computer the desired end result of a biological system, for example, particular time-course patterns of proteins. Potential biological models that might give rise to these requirements could be discovered by the computer system. These could then be given to biologists for further study and consideration.
This paper uses genetic programming to automatically construct models of biological reactions. A contemporary modeling language by Kahramanogullari [36] called Programming Interface for Modeling (PIM) is considered. PIM describes biochemical reactions at a high-level, in which basic interactions between species (proteins, genes) and their binding sites are described. The interpretation of PIM models results in a set of time series plots. These plots denote the level of interactions between various components of the biochemical molecules being modeled. This is because each individual plot represents a particular combination of active components on different molecules. When such a plot changes, those active components are likewise changing, as a result of different interactions occuring in the system as a whole. The stochastic nature of the language means that separate simulations of the same PIM model can produce different behaviors. In fact, depending on the model, behaviors can vary greatly between simulations. Therefore, time series are characterized by statistical features, which permit a variety of noisy and stochastic behaviours to be represented. Fitness evaluation then finds a closeness of fit between the statistical features of candidate PIM models and some target behavior of interest. A grammar-guided genetic programming system is used, in which genetic programming trees take the form of grammatical parse trees. In this case, the PIM language syntax is defined by a context-free grammar (CFG), which is then used as a basis for defining parse trees denoting PIM models. The CFG permits a nearly direct translation between PIM expressions and genetic programming grammar trees. These PIM parse trees are then evolved and refined during evolution, in search of a suitable PIM model for a problem at hand. The CFG also allows the specification of useful grammatical constraints, for controlling the search space complexity.
The main motivation behind this research is to investigate the effectiveness of genetic programming in evolving models written in the new generation of higherlevel bio-modeling languages such as PIM. Although the target models investigated here are necessarily limited in scope and realism (which is normally the case for formal models of biological systems), being able to successfully reconstruct them with genetic programming shows the promise of this technology in future applications. Automatically synthesizing viable models for real-life laboratory data is an important application area for computational intelligence. Note that it is not a purpose of this research to evaluate PIM as a modeling formalism, nor to compare it to other bio-modeling languages. Rather, a conjecture is that success with PIM means that other modeling languages will be successful as well with genetic programming.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews related research that uses genetic programming for biochemical modeling. The PIM language is reviewed in Sect. 3, and its implementation in the genetic programming system is discussed in Sect. 4 . Model evaluation strategies are outlined in Sect. 5. Experiments are described in Sect. 6, and the results are shown in Sect. 7 . A discussion of the results, and comparisons with related work, are given in Sect. 8. Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 9.
Related work
The formal modelling of biological phenomena is a large and active field. It is outside the goals of this paper to compare or contrast the language we have selected to use (PIM) with the many other formalisms used in the bio-modelling literature. Different formalisms have their strengths and weaknesses, and some are more specialized, while others are more general. Examples of formalisms for biological modelling include Petri nets [3, 12, 55] , process algebra [6, 7, 62] , Bayesian networks [25, 31, 78] , P-systems [54, 56] , cellular automata [20, 22] and ODE's [71] . Qualitative and empirical comparisons of these many different formalisms
have not yet arisen in the literature.
Biological network models and their simulation environments can be classified as being deterministic or stochastic. Deterministic models are those whose behaviors are determined entirely by the starting environment. In an evolutionary computation setting, the target behavior's determinism can be exploited during fitness evaluation, by performing error fitting between the time series curves of the candidate process and the target. Although these curves can be non-trivial in nature, the fact that they are not affected by stochastic noise is a great advantage for fitness evaluation, and evolution as a whole. Deterministic bio-networks have been evolved with genetic algorithms, for example, networks represented by Petri nets [39, 50, 53] , MP systems [11] , and S-systems [38] . Genetic programming has been used to infer deterministic metabolic networks from target time series, using an intermediate representation having the form of an artificial electronic circuit [41] . Genetic programming is used to evolve gene regulatory networks taking the form of nonlinear differential equations [1, 14, 24, 60, 69, 73] , Petri networks [50] , and S-systems [75] . Banzhaf [4] develops a conceptual model of artificial regulatory networks using genetic programming. Genetic programming and neural networks are combined to evolve gene regulatory network models in Lee and Yang [43] .
Stochastic networks incorporate a probabilistic element to the network semantics, to account for the stochastic noise seen in biological systems [61] . This stochastic noise makes the characterization of behavior less straight-forward than with deterministic processes, given the often significant variability seen during separate simulations. Error fitting with stochastic simulations may sometimes be possible, but only for simpler stochastic behaviors. Genetic algorithms are used to evolve stochastic bio-networks in Chu [15] , Drennan and Beer [21] . Stochastic networks modelled by P-systems are evolved in Cao et al. [10] . Stochastic oscillating behaviors are evolved using genetic programming in [32, 44, 68] . Fuzzy rules are evolved with genetic programming in Linden and Bhaya [45] which, although not probabilistic, do account for stochastic behavior.
The problem of evolving stochastic bio-networks is closely related to the more general problem of evolving models for noisy and/or chaotic time series. Although such time series may be deterministic in origin, techniques for handling noise are often applicable to stochastic models as well. Examples of the use of genetic programming in this area include [2, 8, 63, 70, 79] . A survey of evolutionary optimization in noisy environments is in Jin and Branke [35] .
The PIM language
Process algebra are mathematical languages used to model and analyze concurrency [30, 49] . Specialized stochastic process algebra have been derived, such as the stochastic pi-calculus, which have been found suitable for modeling biological networks [6, 7, 59] . The stochastic pi-calculus features a quantitative characterization of the state of a model, since quantities of components denoting molecules, proteins, or gene expression levels can be measured and displayed during a simulation. This behavior takes the form of time series plots. This has a correspondence to equivalent time-course behaviors measured in the laboratory.
One disadvantage of process algebra is that they are esoteric formalisms that are challenging to learn and master, even for seasoned computer programmers. The majority of practitioners using them are theoretical computer scientists specializing in process algebra research. In an effort to make biochemical modeling accessible to those outside of theoretical computer science, specialized biological modeling languages have been proposed [7, 18, 19, 28, 36] . These languages discard the descriptive generality and computational power of pure process algebras, in favor of specialized domain-oriented languages that describe application problems at a higher level. These languages are designed to naturally express particular classes of problems in biology and chemistry, using domain-based nomenclatures familiar to domain experts.
One contemporary example of a language for biological modeling is PIM (Table 1 ). The following overview of PIM is necessarily brief; please see [36] for details. PIM describes basic reaction events at a high level. For example, sentences describe how specific proteins may interact at particular binding locations, the rates of interaction, and the conditions under which such interactions proceed. PIM is also compositional, so that models can be refined by adding additional terms and sentences. Once a model is described in PIM, a PIM translator will convert it to a lower-level stochastic pi-calculus system, which can then be simulated by a stochastic pi-calculus interpreter. The time-series curves are normally interpreted as quantities of molecules (components, genes,. . .) having particular interactions in the system as a whole. PIM simulations therefore exploit the computational advantages of the stochastic pi-calculus, for example, its compositionality, and its ability to consisely denote a rich variety of complex behaviors. As a result, the time-course plots emulate the noisy and/or chaotic characteristics seen in real biological systems. However, PIM models are considerably simpler to specify and understand than models written in lower-level process algebra.
A model is composed of a number of sentences (Fig. 1) . Each sentence describes a basic reaction event. Reaction events occur on species, which denote specific kinds of molecules (proteins, genes). The locations on species at which events occur are their sites. Species and sites are denoted by problem-specific labels. The following reaction events are possible. An association event is when a site on a species binds with a site on another species. Dissociation is when such an association is undone. Phosphorylation and its converse are similar, except the association happens with a phosphate on the species and site specified. Transformations occur when a species becomes another species. Degradation is when a species decays. All these events happen at particular probabilistic rates of ProteinA and ProteinB are labels describing specific protein species of interest. Site ''a'' on ProteinA is identified as a site that may bond with site ''b'' on ProteinB with a rate of 2.5. This event only happens when site b on ProteinA is in a bound state. Note that site labels are unique to species, and so the two instances of site ''b'' in the sentence are referring to different locations. Also note that this sentence is an incomplete PIM model, and requires further sentences to be compiled and simulated, as will be discussed next.
Although the syntax of PIM sentences is very straight-forward, it is still possible that models can be ill-formed, which will prohibit their ability to be translated and/ or executed by a simulator. A number of correctness conditions are therefore imposed on sentences in a model, to ensure that the model is definable. A summary of the conditions is as follows (see [36] for a detailed discussion of them): For example, condition 2 refers to the situation in which two conditions in a sentence are contradictory (''site b on B is bound and site b on B is unbound''), since the meaning cannot be determined. Note that adhering to these conditions does not ensure that the model being written is in any sense correct with respect to the biological phenomenon being studied. Rather, these correctness conditions discourage ambiguities that are detectable via syntactic analysis of the model. A complete PIM model for some phenomenon of interest consists of multiple sentences. The intention is that the sentences describe all the aspects of interest in a given biochemical reaction. The model will also include a statement that bootstraps the simulation, by specifying the total initial quantities of base species, for example, 1,000 copies of two proteins: run 1000 of (ProteinA0() | ProteinB0()) where ProteinA0() is a reference to the translated term that denotes the top-level state of the the ProteinA species. An adequate description of PIM's model execution semantics is certainly beyond the scope of this paper. The essence of the semantics is that the sentences contribute to the overall simulation according to the quantities of species, the satisfaction of conditions, and rates of activity. The execution engine (described below) is founded on Gillespie's algorithm, which is well-known in the field of chemical simulations [26] . The effect of running Gillespie's algorithm on the PIM model is that stochastic behavior arises, with characteristics that are reminiscent of what is seen in laboratory experiments.
The procedure for performing PIM simulations is as follows. The model is read into a PIM translator [36, 37] . Presuming the model adheres to the correctness conditions, it is then translated into an equivalent model written in the stochastic picalculus. This is then interpreted using SPIM-a stochastic pi-calculus interpreter [57, 58] . SPIM execution results in a set of time-series plots (Fig. 2) . The number of plots depends on the number of active sites in the model. Each plot represents a combination of the sites defined on S (in other words, the powerset of the sites). For example, if S has 3 sites a, b, and c, then the possible combinations are f; a; b; c; ab; ac; bc; abcg: In general, a species S with k sites will result in 2 k plots-an exponential increase of possible site combinations. The plot denotes a time-course measurement of the quantity of instances of a combination of sites being simultaneously in a bound state. The biological interpretation of this plot is that it represents the quantity changes over time of the number of molecules having that particular physical state during a reaction.
A grammatical definition of PIM for genetic programming
DCTG-GP is a grammar-guided genetic programming system [64] . The key advantage of grammar-guided genetic programming is the ease in which new languages can be defined for genetic programming. Appropriate grammatical constraints to inhibit search are also readily imposed. The system uses a definite clause translation grammar (DCTG) to define target languages. A DCTG is a logicbased attribute grammar, which permits syntactic and semantic definitions for a language to be defined together. DCTG-GP is implemented in Prolog [16] .
The context free grammar definition (CFG) of PIM used in the DCTG-GP system is in Table 2 . This grammar is used during random genetic programming tree generation and reproduction operations, and ensures the grammatical integrity of all genetic programming expressions evolved during a run. The grammar shown is a simplification of the actual definition file used, with implementation details omitted. 1 The rules for site, species and float are not shown, as they simply return legal values from user-supplied lists or ranges. Note that the DCTG-GP definition does not require the literal syntactic definition of PIM from Table 1 . Rather, the CFG represents the argument structures of sentences, which will be represented as branches in the grammatical genetic programming tree. For example, in rule 3c, the relevant information for a transformation sentence is the two species types in the transform, and the optional rate value. In the semantic portion of the DCTG (not included), the actual values for labels and operator types are determined and stored in the genetic programming tree. When a PIM model is to be interpreted for fitness A few aspects of the grammar in Table 2 should be clarified. Firstly, one simplification made to the PIM models analyzed is that a dissociation sentence is only possible if its association sentence counterpart has been defined. Although there are some PIM models in which dissociations may not have corresponding associations, these models are not considered in the experiments in this paper. Hence this simplification pose only a minor loss in the generality of models evolvable, and could be removed if necessary. Therefore, the detach reference at the end of rule 3a simplifies the construction of the kinds of models being considered here. When detach is invoked in the grammar during tree generation, the option is established for either detachment (dissociation) to not occur (4a) or to occur (4b). In the latter case, a new PIM sentence will be constructed, with the same site and species pairs in the original rule 3a, but with possibly new conditions. Similar reasoning occurs with dephosphoration in rule 3b. Secondly, the implementation of rules 3a and 3b ensure that conditions use species referred to in the body of the sentences (see discussion below). Similarly, rule 3c ensures that a transformation is constructive, by using two different species in its arguments. Lastly, there is a maximum of one positive and negative condition in a sentence. Although multiple conditions are easy to define, the experiments in Sect. 6 use single conditions only. Multiple conditions also increase the time for correctness testing, which is discussed next.
The grammar defines syntactically correct PIM models. Nevertheless, these models might not respect the correctness conditions in Sect. 3. A few grammar rules (3a, 3b) ensure correct species references in conditions, which addresses condition 1. However, other errors can arise, and such problematic expressions will be uninterpretable. There are a number of possible strategies for dealing with this: Using evolution is the simplest approach, as it requires little effort to implement. Of course, this may be hugely detrimental to evolutionary effectiveness, since a majority of models at the beginning of a run may be uninterpretable. In this case, most of the population may have maximally poor fitness scores, and effective search would be impossible. Defining a more sophisticated grammar seems appealing, especially since the correctness conditions are syntactically detectable. Unfortunately, this is very difficult to implement with context-free grammars, and hence grammar guided genetic programming systems such as DCTG-GP and others. It would require a large number of state values to be passed between grammar rules, and the resulting complexity of the grammar would be prohibitive.
Expression correction is the most practical solution to the correctness issue. Chromosome repair is commonly done in evolutionary computation. Expression correction is applied to the initial PIM model generated from a genetic programming tree, to correct violations of the correctness conditions. This is done immediately before model interpretation during fitness evaluation. The corrections are not saved back into the tree, nor retained by the genetic programming system. Because the correction procedures are deterministic, however, an erroneous expression will always have the identical corrections applied to it. Deterministic correction is important for evolution, because it provides stable chromosomes for search. The correction procedures also apply some expression editing that is outside the scope of the correctness conditions, in order to improve the likelihood of suitable models being generated by genetic programming.
A number of parameters are defined by the user, to help specify the desired size and complexity of the evolved PIM model. The user supplies a list of species labels (S), and a list of site labels (L). The assumption is that any desired model evolved by genetic programming should contain all the species in S and sites in L. Thus these lists should be the minimum-sized sets of labels required, assuming this is known. An optional minimum connectivity list (C) can be supplied. It indicates the minimum number of distinct sites that should ideally be used by each species. If C is not given, correction steps using it will be skipped. Note that the connectivity in generated models may not adhere to those in C, and may use fewer species and sites than in S and L. However, models will never use more species and sites than are given in these lists.
The following expression corrections are applied to a model, in the order given:
1. Correct missing sites: Each species is inspected. If its minimum connectivity specified in C has not been met, then duplicate site references within it are replaced with missing sites. 2. Correct bad conditions: For each condition in a sentence, its site should be one that is paired with the species in another sentence. If not, it is corrected to be so. If the correction cannot be done, that condition is removed. (Note that the grammar ensures the correctness of species in conditions.)
3. Reduce overlapping conditions: If one sentence S 1 has conditions that are a superset of those from another sentence S 2 , then remove sentence S 1 . Should the deleted S 1 have a rate specified, and S 2 not have a rate, then S 2 inherits the rate from S 1 .
After application of these steps, conditions 1 through 6 in Sect. 3 are respected by the model. Condition 7, however, is only partially addressed by the overlapping condition reduction (item 3). Overlap reduction removes the majority of overlaps seen in the experiments, especially since single terms in conditions are used. Although a complete overlap reduction algorithm is possible, it would be expensive to implement for the little gain obtained. Therefore, when a model with overlapping conditions is not corrected by the overlap reduction step, fitness evaluation will penalize it.
There are usually multiple alternative ways in which a PIM model can be corrected. The three correction steps are ordered such that the conservation of terms is preferrable over removing terms. For example, missing sites are renamed in step 1, before erroneous conditions are removed in steps 2 and 3. Additionally, there are often many syntactic corrections possible at each edit step. Replacing a duplicate site label requires choosing which of the 2 duplicate terms to correct, as well as selecting a new label to use as a replacement. The actual choices of which terms to change, and which labels to use, are done arbitrarily, albeit deterministically. Since the expression correction algorithm is not attempting to create an ''optimally'' corrected model, this approach is suitable for this research. Note that an optimal correction algorithm is conceivable. Such a procedure would have to search all permutations of correction steps, with the goal of perhaps applying the least number of necessary corrections, or finding the corrected model having the largest size or maximal connectivity. Such an algorithm would be too computationally expensive, for minimal possible benefit.
Model evaluation

Statistical feature evaluation
PIM models exhibit stochastic behaviours, and a model may generate different time series behaviors during each simulation. In fact, some models can produce chaotic and/or noisy behaviors (although such models were not studied here). Consequently, standard techniques such as measuring the sum of errors between target and candidate time series are only effective for the simplest stochastic time series, and are unfeasible for more complex ones.
A more effective strategy is to use statistical features to characterize time series behaviors [32, 33] . A suite of different statistical feature tests taken from the literature were implemented [51, 76] . However, the use of too many feature tests is not advisable. Extraneous features will result in an intractably large search space. Some features impart little germane information about a desired behavior, and their inclusion will act as distractive decoys to the search. Note that feature selection for time series is a non-trivial and open research problem in data mining and time series analysis [46] . A solution to the problem would be of significant interest to stock market investors.
After studying the feature characteristics for the target models used in this paper, the models of interest were adequately characterized by a small set of basic feature tests: average, standard deviation, and skew. Average and standard deviation are well-known, and are computed for the entire time series for the plot in question. Skew is the measure of asymmetry of a distribution of data values for an entire plot. A negative skew means the left tail is longer; a zero skew means the distribution is symmetric. Examining the target plots in Fig. 2 , these three features were determined to be adequate for describing the shapes of the curves. Although other feature tests may perhaps be more appropriate, it is not a goal here to determine the optimal set of features to use.
The next issue to consider is the determination of which time-series plots from a PIM model simulation are actually necessary for fitness evaluation. As discussed in Sect. 3, a species having k sites results in 2 k separate time-series curves. Considering that each curve is also denoted by multiple feature tests, a combinatorial increase in evaluation criteria can result. In these experiments, the selection of particular timeseries curves to use is subjective and problem-specific, and depends on the complexity of the model being considered, and the behavior of the curve in question. As a rule of thumb, it is important to evaluate curves that map to the complexity of the model, so that genetic programming will evolve a model with adequate numbers of species and sites. For example, if 3 sites are required in the model, then selecting a few curves that denote combinations of these three sites is sensible. Fewer curves are preferable as well, to keep the search space tractable.
Some PIM models may be erroneous (overlapping conditions), and therefore uninterpretable. Since they have no time-series plots to evaluate, they are assigned a high penalty value. However, other PIM models may be correct and interpretable, but do not have the correct number of species, or level of site connectivity. Models that are too small will generate fewer time plots than the target model, and some specific plots to be evaluated might not exist. In such cases, a penalty will be assigned for each missing plot. On the other hand, when models happen to be larger than the target model, penalties will not be assigned, and we will rely on feature matching by genetic programming to hone towards the desired solutions.
Fitness score assignment
A multi-objective approach to fitness evaluation is taken here [17] . The interpretation of a PIM model results in a number of time series curves, and each curve is then assigned some feature values that characterize it. The goal is to construct a PIM model whose set of feature values closely matches those of a target behavior. However, statistical features can vary widely in range and sensitivity. Time series curves can also differ substantially between each other. A multi-objective evaluation strategy prevents the need to manually reconcile the set of feature values with one another.
An approach to multi-objective scoring called sum of weighted ranks is used. It was originally proposed in Bentley and Wakefield [5] 
where 1 B r i B N. The sum of ranks score S j for each individual in the population is then:
where w i is a user-supplied weight value. If the weights are omitted, then the default weight w i = 1 is used. These S j scores are then used as fitness values by evolution, where smaller values are preferred. The sum of ranks is equivalent to an average of ranks, except that a final scaling by the number of ranks is not performed. When a tournament selection is performed, as done here, both approaches are equivalent in their effect.
A possible option is to normalize the ranks before the summation step:
where max i is the maximum rank found for each objective. This can make contributions to the final score more uniform amongst the individual ranks. An example of score calculations using sum of ranks is shown in Table 3 . For comparison, the commonly used Pareto ranking is included [27] . The ''Rank'' columns show the relative fitness ordering arising with each scoring scheme. In all cases, the final scores are not influenced directly by the raw scores in the fitness vector. Rather, the ranks are calculated from the relative ordering of scores between different fitness vectors. Using tournament selection, the actual final score values do not matter, and only their relative ordering (rank) is pertinent. Note that there are only two Pareto ranks for the set of fitness vectors. When more objectives are defined, most vectors will be undominated with Pareto ranking. This adversely affects selective pressure for evolution. In comparison, the plain and normalized sum of ranks create a more diverse range of scores. The normalized ranks also differ from the plain version in terms of overall relative ordering. More dramatic differences between them can arise with larger populations.
Experiments
Target models
The five PIM models used as targets are shown in Table 4 . Models 2 and 4 are taken from Kahramanogullari [37] , which model Fcc receptor phosphorylation during The fitness vector contains raw scores (smaller values preferred). The rank vectors assign a rank order of each raw score, from 1 to the maximum rank for that objective. These ranks are summed in the ''Sum'' column of ''Sum ranks'', and their relative ranking is shown in ''Rank''. The normalized sum first divides each rank value in the rank vector by the maximum rank (bottom row of ''Rank vector'' column), and then sums these normalized values. Their relative ranks is also shown. Pareto ranking is also shown for comparison A very simplified explanation of the biochemical reaction being modeled is as follows. Phagocytosis is a cellular process by which particles are engulfed by a cell membrane to form a phagosome, or internal cellular compartment [77] . There are 3 basic steps in the reaction (Fig. 1) , in which (a) an unbound particle (b) connects or binds to a phagocyte surface, which results in a (c) triggering of the phagocytosis. It is these binding events that are described in the PIM models. In model 2 in Table 4 , the first sentence describes step (ii) in Fig. 1 , while sentences 2 and 3 describe step (iii). A key point in the PIM model is the identification of particular sites in the species, and whether they are in bound or unbound states. The reaction is further refined in model 4, by showing an intermediate binding step that occurs with kinases before the actual phagocytosis. Again, the state of the sites on the species participating in the reaction is critical.
Examining Table 4 , model 1 is the simplest example, and involves species FcR, IgG, and Phosph. (Phosph arises with phosphorylation statements). A maximum of 3 sites are used. An example plot is given in Fig. 2 , and shows the 5 curves to be measured during fitness evaluation. Although there are a maximum of 14 curves possible for model 1, three of them were null, and two were duplicates. As discussed in Sect. 3, the generated curves map to combinations of simultaneously bound sites. The FcR7 curve represents the binding of sites f, y, and z. Therefore, selecting this curve for evaluation helps establish the complexity of species FcR, by establishing that it requires 3 bound sites in order for the FcR7 curve to be defined. FcR4 denotes the binding of sites f and y, and FcR1 is the lone binding of f. IgG1 and Phosph1 represent those species with their single sites bound. Since no rates are included, the default rate of 1.0 is used throughout. Models 2 and 3 are identical in structure to model 1, except that they include additional rate terms. An example plot for model 2 is also in Fig. 2 . The inclusion of the single rate term causes a noticeable change to most of the curves, when compared to those of model 1.
Model 4 is a more expressive and complex model. With the addition of Src, it uses a total of 4 species. FcR now has 4 sites, which means that a maximum of 16 curves are possible for FcR alone. As before, the FcR curves are selected to establish its inherent complexity. For example, FcR15 denotes the simultaneous binding of all 4 of its sites, while FcR11 represents the binding combination of f, s, and y. The other curves are similar to those in the simpler models above. Model 5 is like model 4, except for its second rate term (in boldface).
To run the models in a SPIM simulator, models 1, 2, and 3 are run with 400 copies of FcR, IgG, and Phosph, while models 4 and 5 use 200 copies of these and the Src species. These are predefined to correspond with those resident in the target expressions.
Prior to using genetic programming, each target model was simulated 1,000 times, and mean statistical features were calculated (Table 5) . Standard deviations for these values were also computed (not shown), to be used during z-test analyses. Table 6 lists the genetic programming parameters used in the experiments. Only the parameters differing from experiment 1 are shown for experiments 2 through 5. Although most parameters are well known in the genetic programming literature [40] , a few require explanation. The initial random population is overpopulated. A total of 4,000 random trees are generated, and the elite 1,500 are retained, while the rest are culled. Koza's ramped tree generation is used to create the initial population. Full trees are generated at a rate of 0.95, and grow at a rate of 0.05. Grow trees tend to produce unfeasibly small PIM models, and so they are not generated often. A unique population option is used. This ensures that all the genetic programming trees in the population are unique throughout the run. This does not guarantee that translated PIM models are unique, however. The elite 5 individuals in every generation are migrated to the next generation, after which they are re-evaluated and assigned new feature vectors. A large penalty value is used for missing time sequences, due to model size mismatches or PIM correctness issues. This ensures that such sequences will cause their respective ranks to have high enumerations (lower fitness in the rank). The PIM-specific parameters are discussed in Sect. 4. Note that although the IgG connectivity of 2 in model 1 is overestimated, it has neglible effects on performance.
Genetic programming parameters
Results
The evaluation of stochastic models from multi-objective evolutionary algorithms is a tricky task. Unless criteria is established to evaluate quality, it is difficult and timeconsuming to evaluate the multitudes of solutions generated. The problem is compounded with stochastic systems such as PIM models: stochastic models generate varying behaviors during different interpretations. Even a perfect solution expression may occasionally exhibit anomalous behavior. Given these challenges, experimental results were evaluated as follows. From each genetic programming trial, 25 of the top scoring solutions are saved. (These (Note that renaming of site labels within expressions can cause them to avoid deletion, even though they are behaviorally identical.) The remaining ''unique'' PIM models are then evaluated. Each model is interpreted 100 times, and its mean feature scores are calculated. These scores are then compared to the target features, using a statistical significance analysis. The z-scores between the solution and target feature scores are computed. When a feature score between the solution and target match at a 95% level of significance, a ''match'' is recorded. The result is a vector of match indicators, one per objective, which tell whether each feature value matches the target at a 95% significance level.
The above z-test analysis should be considered a heuristic aid for identifying potential high-quality solutions, rather than a fool-proof, absolute means for automatically ascertaining solution quality. Firstly, the z-score calculation requires an adequate number of iterations to be undertaken for calculation of average feature scores, both for solutions and the target models. The number of iterations required depends upon the expression being evaluated, and this is not easy to establish for arbitrary PIM models generated by the genetic programming system. In addition, the z-test implicitly assumes that the feature scores being analyzed exhibit a normal distribution. When either of the above assumptions do not hold, errors such as false negatives may arise. Therefore, we also perform a visual examination of solution expressions, to verify whether a solution is a syntactic match with the target model. Tables 7 and 8 summarizes the z-test analysis of the quality of solutions for all the experiments. ''Unique solutions'' denotes the number of models remaining after duplicate PIM expressions are deleted. ''Objective hits'' are the numbers of expressions having k separate feature hits (similarity with corresponding target feature at 95% significance level). The percentages are included in parentheses. Since duplicate expressions between runs are eliminated, the objective hits values do not account for the number of times in which separate trials produce the identical solutions. Therefore, the ''Runs with hits'' column is included, to show the number of times separate trials evolved the target model expression. This was determined by Hits refer to number of objectives matching target objective at 95% significance level, after interpreting solution 100 times and target 1,000 times. Total of 15 objectives visually inspecting the 25 solutions generated in each of the 30 trials per experiment. This task was aided by only considering solutions that have the same number of sentences as the target model in question. Although this aids manual inspection significantly by reducing the number of expressions to view, it does mean that potentially viable solutions with ''intron'' (non-functional) sentences were not considered.
The experiments for models 1, 2 and 3 show that good solutions are plentiful, and exact hits with the target model are common. Model 1 was fairly trivial for genetic programming to find, and was often seen in early generations. The solutions for model 2 do not perform as well as for model 1, as the inclusion of its rate term complicates the search space. Model 3's additional rate term again results in a more challenging search. Exact feature score hits were not as common. An inspection of the solution expressions, however, showed that many solutions were virtually identical to the target expression, except for expected variations in rate values. For example, in the 30 trials for model 3, there were 57 solution expressions that matched the target model, except that the second rate term used a value f in the range 3.5 B f B 4.1. The sensitivity of the stochastic interpreter means that a rate of 3.6 (rather than the target rate of 4.0) may result in feature values that are not considered hits with the target model at a 95% significance level, using our hit analysis scheme.
The results for models 4 and 5 reflect their complexity. Furthermore, the z-test analysis met some difficulty when analyzing one of the behavior curves. False negatives arose from the z-scores when analyzing the IgG1 skew feature. Further investigation found that the target models do not show a match with themselves with respect to this feature. This is because the skew feature for the IgG1 curve does not exhibit a normal distribution over multiple simulations. Consequently, the z-test is not an appropriate measure of statistical significance for it. Therefore, the number of hits under the 18 column is zero, even though the exact expressions for models 4 and 5 were found multiple times. Note that this issue is not relevant to evolutionary performance itself, since the z-test analyses is used only at the end of the run, to help identify the quality of solutions. As will be discussed in Sect. 8, future work will need to address this technical issue. Figure 3 shows the average population performance of the runs for models 4 and 5. The curves denote the average error in the population per generation, for each of the 18 objectives, averaged over all 30 trials. The errors have largely converged in the population by the 50th generation. One exception is the curve for ''Src average'' (labelled ''a''), which still shows a steady improvement during the last 10 generations in both plots. Note that it is not useful to plot the errors of the population's best performer, because there is usually an individual in the population that does superlatively on a specific feature. Such models, however, are not necessarily superlative in multiple features simultaneously-at least, until later generations. Ideally, evolution will combine individual strengths into more general strengths, until a suitable solution is evolved. Another interesting aspect of the plots in Fig. 3 is one effect of the normalized sum of ranks on errors. Recall that the sum of ranks strategy scores the population by allocating fitness based on relative improvements in each objective. Normalization of the ranks will mean that the objectives have equal contributions to the final fitness score. One effect of this strategy is that some objectives may be sacrificed over some generations, should that benefit the improvement of other Fig. 3 Population performance for models 4 and 5. The mean error of the population's models is plotted per generation, for each of the 18 objectives, averaged over 30 trials. Most errors decrease throughout the course of the runs, and plateau around generation 51. An exception is the curve for Src (''a''), which shows steady improvement through generation 61. Also of note is the plot for Phosphoryllation (''b''). It shows a dramatic increase early in the run, with a subsequent reduction. This is also seen to a lesser degree with Src objectives. This is clearly seen in the error for ''phosphoryllation average'' (labelled ''b'') for models 4 and 5. After improving at the start of the run, it then degrades in performance at about generation 9, only to resume improvement at around generation 19.
Different statistical features exhibit varying degrees of difficulty with respect to evolvability. Consider the individual feature hit rates for the models in Tables 9 and  10 . These rates are the hits (95% significance) found for all solutions for each experiment. The tables show a general reduction in hit rates as models increase in complexity. Model 1 is fairly successful in all features, while lower success can be seen in models 2 and 3. The IgG1 features become especially challenging to realize in models 2 and 3. Similar trends can be seen with models 4 and 5. Note that some features (IgG1) do not exhibit normal distributions, and so the z-test is inappropriate. This may affect the values seen in this table.
It is interesting to consider evolved solutions that might be viable alternatives to the target models in Table 4 . Two alternative models for model 5 are shown in Table 11 . The syntactic differences (besides rate variations) between them and the target models are underlined. Although the biological feasibility of these models will not be considered here, it is clear that they have many expression similarities with the target model. In model A1, an extra dephosphorylation sentence is included. This sentence may be an instance of ''genetic programming bloat''. Upon examining the rest of A1, site f on FcR is unbound during the early stage of the simulation. After that time, site f in FcR will remain bound to IgG, as there is no mechanism to unbind it. Therefore, this particular sentence may have no impact on behavior after the initial portion of the simulation. This is seen in the z-score hit vector for A1, in which only one feature (skew of FcR1) does not match the target.
The alternative model A2 in Table 11 also has a few minor expression differences with the target model. It showed feature hits on all but 3 features. One expression difference is that a dephosphorylation replaces model 5's dissociation. This was commonly seen throughout the experiments, and shows the similarity of dissociation and dephosphorylation expressions. Trials took anywhere from wall-clock times of 2.5 hours (model 1) to 5 hours (models 4, 5) per trial. Genetic programming runs were done under Linux, on timeshared 3.2 GHz AMD Phenom II quad cores with 4 GB RAM, and 2.66 GHz Intel i7 quad cores with 6 GB RAM. This is respectable performance, given that most of the system software is running in interpreted environments (DCTG-GP is running in Sicstus Prolog [72] , and PIM and SPiM (pi-calculus interpreter) are running in OCAML [34] ). The interpretation of PIM models and subsequent analysis of the resulting time series can be computationally intensive, especially for large time series. The Gillespie interpretation algorithm used in the SPiM interpreter is a computationally intensive simulation algorithm [26] .
Discussion
The results are encouraging. All target models were reconstructed, and highperforming alternative models were found as well. More appropriate analysis techniques and feature selections could result in even higher success rates than reported here. The solution hit counts (final column) in Tables 7 and 8 are conservative, and the actual success rates are likely higher than reported. For example, the calculated match scores do not account for generated target models with intron code, nor were specific alternative models identified that are behaviorally equivalent to the targets. Furthermore, it was found that when models 4 and 5 are simulated multiple times, one of the behavioral features for one curve Table 8 are lower than possible; 100% hits were not seen at all, even though exact solutions were often obtained. Although this issue does not affect fitness evaluation during evolution, it does impact the means by which model quality is analyzed at the completion of runs. Future work should consider more accurate quality analyses. A non-parametric test such as the Kruskal-Wallis test may be more appropriate, as it does not presume normal distributions of data. Future work will examine other systems of varying complexity and features. This will require an examination of how well the reported technique in this paper scale up to larger-sized systems. The feature hit rates in Tables 7 and 8 suggest that a problem scale ceiling is quickly being reached with the given experimental setup. However, there are many aspects of the experimental design that can be improved upon, in order to consider larger models. First and foremost, feature selection needs to be examined. Feature space reduction, and a more strategic selection of statistical features and target curves, will immediately result in more effective model discovery. It is not a goal of this paper to determine the most optimal and effective behavioral features of a target model, and so minimal effort was expended towards selecting model behaviors and their statistical features. Nevertheless, if the search space is not simplified, then as with other search problems, the ''curse of dimensionality'' will be an overriding factor in scalability.
Another aspect of the approach that can be improved upon is the definition of the model language, and in particular, the implementation of useful constraints. The initial random population contained many non-productive models, even after model correction. If the population were to be of higher quality, better overall performance would arise during evolution. More sophisticated grammar definitions and correction steps could help, for example, by enforcing minimum species counts in models. The introduction of more knowledge-based constraints into the definition of the PIM language would be highly effective in simplifying the search space, by filtering out unproductive and irrelevant models.
PIM models involve both the discovery of model structure and rate values. Although genetic programming can theoretically infer both these aspects of a model during evolution, many research papers treat model structure identification and parameter estimation as separate problems [13] . The optimization of numeric values in PIM models may benefit with specialized numeric reproduction operators, for example, mutation with Gaussian perturbation. A separate local search phase, perhaps at the end of a run, can also fine-tune numeric values. Co-evolution might also be considered, with separate populations for PIM models, and their numeric rate parameters. The experiments given here, however, show that PIM models are highly influenced by the rates used within them. Therefore, it is unclear whether separating the discovery of structure inference and rate value optimization is beneficial. More research on this is required.
An important long-term goal of this research, and similar research in systems biology, is the application of the described techniques to real laboratory data. The use of artificial in silico data is extremely beneficial in developing machine learning algorithms as in this paper, as it provides a highly controlled environment in which to extract data and test results. However, when real-world data is considered, many new issues arise. First, laboratory data is often highly noisy, to a much greater degree than in artificial simulators. Data is also very expensive to obtain, in terms of time, labor, and other resources. A dearth of data examples will impact techniques such as this paper, in which statistical analyses requires a minimal number of data points. Finally, it is unknown how well PIM and similar modelling languages will adapt to real-world phenomena. There will be issues with respect to scalability between real time-course data and the simulator's time series output, as well as semantic issues between the model language's constructs and the events occurring in real biological systems. Of course, all these issues mean that there are many intriguing and exciting open research questions to investigate in the future.
This research is the latest to investigate the use of genetic programming to evolve process algebra models of biochemical behaviours. Genetic programming has been used to evolve models in the stochastic pi-calculus [65, 66, 67, 68] , which is the underlying language upon which PIM is implemented. A fundamental issue using a low-level process algebra like the stochastic pi-calculus is that it is inherently genetic programming unfriendly, and advanced genetic programming strategies are necessary when dealing with them. Although compositionality is touted as being a primary strength of process algebras, they are only compositional with respect to higher-level process definitions, and are decidedly not compositional at the level of algebraic sub-expressions in which processes are constructed. When used in genetic programming, models are highly brittle and are easily destroyed by reproduction operations such as crossover. This results in an extremely difficult search space to navigate, and poses a natural handicap to problem scalability. An algebraic modeling language akin to the pi-calculus was explored with GP by Leier et al. [44] . Similar scalability limitations will likely arise with their approach.
This research shows that GP is effective with higher-level modelling languages. Similarly, GP was found to be very capable when used with a logic gate gene regulatory language [32, 33] . Like PIM, the underlying semantics of the logic gate language is rooted in the stochastic pi-calculus, and so stochastic simulations are possible. The logic gate language is also compositional, which makes it amenable to refinement by GP, to an even greater degree than with PIM. It is difficult to construct arbitrary logic gate networks that are not productive and analyzable, while unproductive models are more frequent with PIM in early generations. As done here, the logic gate work characterizes time series with statistical features. A difference is that it combined different objective scores into a single-objective weighted sum using statistical weighting, based on the target model's statistical characteristics. This was effective in problems of up to 17 features-the same general problem size as in this paper. Although a comparative study of statistical weighting and summed rank scoring is required, it was found that pi-calculus networks were more successfully constructed with the sum of ranks approach [66] .
It is beyond the goals of this paper to make a qualitative comparison between PIM and other bio-modelling formalisms. A comparison of different modelling formalisms would be an interesting undertaking. One popular means for representing gene regulatory network models is with sets of ordinary differential equations (ODE's). Many papers can be found that evolve such models with genetic programming [1, 14, 24, 60, 69, 73] . It can be argued that PIM models are humanoriented, and hence may be more instructive to biologists attempting to understand the mechanics of a biological network model. PIM is also more specialized than ODE's and other systems.
Petri nets are popular for bionetwork modelling [3, 12] . Petri nets have a similar mathematical foundation as process algebra, and formal comparisons between them can be found [52] . Kitagawa and Iba evolve Petri net models for metabolic networks using a genetic algorithm [39] . Rates and network structures are evolved simultaneously, and the deterministic time-course behaviours mean that sum of errors can be used. Nummela and Julstrom also use genetic algorithms to evolve Petri net models of metabolic pathways [53] . They evolve moderately larger network structures compared to those here. Local search is used to find rate values. The time-course behaviours of their networks are similar to complexity of this paper's, and the deterministic nature of their models means that sum of errors evaluations can be done.
Koza et al.'s use of GP to evolve metabolic networks shares similarities with this research [41, 42] . They construct metabolic networks by obtaining time series data from the simulator, and matching the data with target time series. One major difference is that their models are deterministic: simulations started in the same conditions will always produce the same deterministic output. This is a great benefit for fitness evaluation, as the time series plots can be directly compared to each other using error fitting. This is not feasible with most stochastic behaviors.
This research is comparable to the evolution of P-system networks for biomodelling. Like PIM, P-systems are rule-based models that define a network of reactions in a compositional fashion. P-systems define biochemical reactions from a different perspective and level than PIM, and a qualitative comparison of PIM and P-systems (and others) would be interesting. Cao et al. use a genetic algorithm to evolve P-system networks for a variety of target networks [10] . Their simulation environment also uses the Gillespie algorithm (like SPiM), which they admit inhibits performance [26] . Unlike our use of multi-objective analysis, they use a variety of single-objective evaluation strategies. Much of their attention was given towards the effect of weighting in the sum of errors formula. This suggests that they might benefit from a multi-objective evaluation strategy.
Conclusion
There is a vast amount of work, past and present, in developing different bionetwork modeling languages using different mathematical formalisms. Similarly, extensive research is being directed towards automating the modelling of biological models using artificial intelligence technology. Although much research is being applied towards developing biological models using process algebras, very little work has examined the application of AI towards model synthesis with process algebras. It is a goal of this paper to address this, by showing the potential of using genetic programming for constructing biological models written in higher level process algebra-based modelling languages. As more sophisticated bio-network simulation languages are developed, their use as target languages for genetic programming should be considered. This paper posits that the evolution of complex bio-network phenomena will depend upon the use of higher-level biological simulation languages, such as PIM.
Work is continuing on using genetic programming with other bio-simulation languages [18, 19, 28] . Means for simplifying the search space using feature reduction strategies and improved statistical features are also being considered. Simpler and more well-behaved feature spaces will allow more complex biological models to be handled.
